Structural intensity assessment on shells via a finite element approximation.
Structural intensity on plates or shells can provide insights on how the vibrational energy is transmitted throughout a sample. Its assessment via experimental deflections are widely documented in the case of plates, which just requires the computation of spatial derivatives of out-of-plane displacements or velocities and a knowledge of the sample's material properties. However, if the structural intensity is to be assessed on arbitrary shells, a more elaborate data processing is required. The in-plane displacements become relevant terms and the spatial derivatives along a predefined local coordinate system need to be computed. Here, a method from which experimental data is interpolated on a finite element mesh is proposed. First, the global displacements and shape of a sample's outer-surface are measured. These data are then projected on a quadratic mesh, where the Kirchhoff plate theory is invoked for the individual elements. The data differentiation is computed via quadratic shape functions, from which the strains and structural intensity are estimated. Through the obtained vibrational energy results on the basis of measured displacement and shape data and by validating the method via a numerical simulation, the proposed work has shown to be a reliable tool to assess energy transmission on irregular shells.